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DC43 coating for windscreens with
road use approval in accordance with:

Section 22 StVZO and
UN/ECE Regulation No 43

KASIGLAS® Clear safety
DC43 coating with road use approval
Clear visibility when it really matters

CHALLENDE: A permanently clear view
coupled with road use approval
A high degree of wear during day-to-day work and weathering
can not only adversely aﬀect windscreens in particular, but can
also compromise the safety of the vehicle operators.

Safety as the basis of every service: the operators of special vehicles are aﬀorded lasting protection
when plastic safety glazing with a DC43 coating is used.

Scratched windscreens reduce visibility and
are a hazard for everyone involved. Plastic
windowpanes made of polycarbonate with
a composite structure do oﬀer vehicle occupants the necessary protection from object
penetration, but the nature of the material
means it lacks the level of abrasion resistance needed to permanently guarantee a clear
view.

All KASIGLAS® safety glazing therefore features KRD’s abrasion-resistant coating technology with an extra special additional property:
The KASIGLAS® DC43 coating makes the
road use approval of windscreens and front
side windows in accordance with the requirements as per UN/ECE Regulation No 43
possible for the ﬁrst time ever in the world.

Tailored solutions: the windowpanes with a DC43 coating can be adapted
to virtually any vehicle type depending on the model and manufacturer.

A variety of options: the robust workmanship means vehicles ﬁtted with
windows with a DC43 coating can also be used in extreme terrain.

OUR SOLUTION – KASIGLAS® DC43 COATING WITH
ROAD USE APPROVAL
The new KASIGLAS® DC43 coating passes windscreen wiper, falling
sand and car wash tests across the board.
And that’s not all – vehicles can now go out on the
road without requiring special authorisation.
‘Road use approval is important in multiple ways
for you as a manufacturer, provider or user of vehicles whose drivers are aﬀorded protection from
dangers such as stone impacts, snapped saw
chains and violent impacts by impact-resistant PC
windowpanes.’
K. Brammer, KRD company owner.
The advantage in practice is that there is no
longer the inconvenience of having to load
forestry machinery and other special vehicles
for transportation to a nearby place of use or
of having to obtain special permits from the
authorities.

With KASIGLAS®, KRD has taken a groundbreaking step – while plastic windowpanes
have for some time now been permitted for
use in places on road vehicles which are less
important to the driver (e.g. rear and and rear
sides), plastic windscreens with oﬃcial approval remained a pipe dream. Only in 2015,
more than 60 years after the invention of the
safety plastic polycarbonate, was this directive revised and newly adopted at the instigation of and based on the research of KRD.
Testing procedures and standards were established and a suﬃciently abrasion-resistant
coating was developed, resulting in road use
approval in 2017.

OUR EXPERTISE:
Modern coatings for plastics
The breakthrough came approximately ﬁve years ago when the company succeeded in developing an extra hard and resistant special coating
at its own innovation centre in Geesthacht.
From the idea and its development through
to the ﬁnal production, KASIGLAS® DC43 is a
further improved product which is suitable
for road use that demonstrably passes more
than all the quality tests stipulated in UN/ECE
Regulation No 43. For example, it comfortably
exceeds the requirements re weathering stability as well as chemical and abrasion resistance.
And in a recent practical windscreen wiper test
as outlined in detail in the standard DIN 52353
since 2019, the KASIGLAS® DC43 coating system makes an impression across the board:
the ‘haze’ measurements for abrasion even fall
comfortably short of the thresholds stipulated
in UN/ECE Regulation No 43.

What’s more, practice shows that KRD’s robust
high-tech coatings for windowpanes with road
use approval speak for themselves with every
instance of concrete use!
While approval of the windows may not be
needed in individual cases, the fact that this
special coating meets the stringent requirements made of windscreens as per UN/ECE
Regulation No 43 stands as a mark of quality
for the DC43 coating.
‘Composite safety glazing from KRD makes an impression with its multiple extremely robust polycarbonate layers. As the technology leader, we are the
partner for you in this area!’
K. Brammer, KRD company owner.

The three key abrasion resistance requirements for windscreens to be
granted road use approval.
Windscreen wiper test

Falling sand test

Car wash test
(Amtec Kistler test)

Standards
• ISO 11998

Standards
• DIN 52348
• ASTM D 968 (or similar)

Standards
• DIN 20566
• ASTM D 1044

Regulations
• ECE R43

Regulations
• ECE R43

Regulations
• ECE R43

Conditions
• 20,000 double strokes
• Artiﬁcial soiling with dust
in water in acc. with
ISO 12103

Conditions
• Natural sand
• Grain size:
0.5/0.7 mm

Conditions
• 10 double strokes
• Bristle penetration depth:
100 mm
• Silica dust used for
artiﬁcial soiling

Special eﬀect: clear safety at all
times and anywhere

Technical beneﬁt: optimum protection from
dangerous ﬂying foreign objects

Five facts about the KASIGLAS® DC43 coating:
+ Suitable for road use approval of windscreens and front side windows
+ New coating for even greater abrasion resistance
+ Extremely high optical quality
+ High transparency
+ Weather-resistant

TEN FACTS ABOUT COMPOSITE SAFETY GLAZING:
+ Tailored solutions: windowpanes can be adapted to all manufacturers’ diﬀerent models
+ Sustainability: long service life thanks to a practically unbreakable structure
+ Additionally integrable functions: including smart heating, dimmable windows, infrared blocker
+ Legal basis: approved for road use in accordance with Section 22 of Germany’s Road Traﬃc Licensing
Regulation (StVZO) and UN/ECE Regulation No 43
+ No protective grille to impede the view: OPS and FOPS test is passed thanks to a special composite
structure with no grille
+ Technical beneﬁt: ﬂexibly absorbs even heavy ﬂying foreign objects, impacts or penetrations
+ Flexible formability: stress- and deformation-free thanks to KRD technology
+ Special structure: no more risk of breakage at exposed A-pillars
+ Increased traﬃc safety: the special 3D structure of KASIGLAS® windows makes A-pillars superﬂuous,
eliminating blind spots
+ Exceptional durability: proven protection from quality-impairing weather-related ageing thanks to
KRD technology developed over many years







 



 

 
 
 

KRD – more than 30 years of expertise for you!
As a one-stop shop for glazing, KRD has been
taking the world of safety glazing to an entirely new level with KASIGLAS® for more than 30
years! The second-generation owner-operated
company, which has evolved from a regional
motor vehicle repair service (‘Kraftfahrzeug Reparatur Dienst’, or KRD for short) into a successful global player, is founded on three pillars:
– Own R&D department
– Own paintwork production and processing
– Own KRD technology
It is on this basis that KRD with its workforce of
currently more than 200 turns sheets of plastic
into complex safety glazing.

All the work steps, from construction, shaping, coating and composite manufacture
through to CAD milling, are performed inhouse, with high product quality guaranteed
thanks to KRD’s own expertise. The products
are unique among other things because safety-endangering stresses are avoided. With
KASIGLAS® safety glazing, you as a manufacturer or an end user receive a product that
oﬀers protection from injury due to sudden
attacks from ﬂying steel parts, rocks, branches, etc. This is what KASIGLAS® stands for
with its motto of ‘Clear safety’.
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We ﬁnd solutions where others throw in the towel!
KRD Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
Vierlander Straße 2 • 21502 Geesthacht • Germany

Tel. + 49 (0)4152 80 86 -0 • Fax + 49 (0)4152 80 86 -18
Email: info@kasiglas.de • www.kasiglas.de

